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It was intriguing to see that Sajid Nadiadwala took a different angle with his debut directorial
film. While he had a vague idea of the plot, the ‘murder' was my favorite part. The movie’s plot
is hard to follow, and so are the characters, which happens to be the case with many vigilante
movies. But, the writing and direction, being totally in sync with the script and dialogues,
convinces me that this movie has something which other movies lack. Maybe, the movie has a
flawed plotline, but as an execution, its a great effort! To quote Shah Rukh Khan, “If you get
your dreams come true with hard work and dedication, you automatically become successful”,
and in my opinion, the movie Rakesh has managed to achieve his dream. • Nawazuddin
Siddiqui: His roles don’t come much more nuanced and grounded. Nawaz, who is the camera’s
constant companion in the movie, stands out in the cast. He is absolutely convincing as a mute
hitman sent to kill Raees. He is most of the time watching and staring into the distance, but
Nawaz’s nuanced body language is always in place. • Nawazuddin Siddiqui: His character is
multifaceted, a ‘maar-dha’ nuanced character in all senses. He sets a unique precedent in the
gangster genre; for, this generation’s readers (myself included), we have been conditioned to
consider that the gangster is a single entity, who doesn’t have emotions, morals, intelligence,
or principles. Nawaz characterizes Raees as a staunch criminal, who has a knack for getting
himself into jams and is completely focussed on his survival. He is totally unapologetic about
his actions, which makes him stand apart from other gangsters. Instead, he engages in
chivalry and plays the role of a dutiful husband, as he has a wife and son to look after. He is
the complete package, as is evident from his performance.
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Whenever we have a case of cop-bait, we all think of Raees and Satya . I was wondering how
can you not think of these two films when it comes to cop-bait. Raees embodies all that is

wrong with the system. It has no-holds-barred dialogues. It has no-holds-barred dialogues. It
has no-holds-barred dialogues. Just amazing. On the other side of the fence, Raees continues
to act as a vigilante and helps the police with their investigations, but he is regularly tailed by
his childhood enemy, who holds him responsible for his father`s death. On a cultural note, the
films a stand-out for its spot-on recreation of Bollywood films You can tell, from the decor to

the costumes, that its a Hollywood movie set. This is more than evident in the films songs! The
highlight of the film is the intense second half. The twists and turns are tremendously well

executed, with Nawaz and SRK playing the game masterfully. A few sets are brilliantly
executed, including the ones depicting Raees home and the real-life character of Majmudar.
The rest of the film feels incomplete. But when you have a great climax, what matters is how
you got there. And thatre pretty! Bollywood might not have been able to create a big picture

this time, but it has recreated the essence of a classic Bollywood movie. Its an intense,
breathless thriller with intensity and suspense throughout. The performances are so good, its
hard to pick them apart. The film was also crafted brilliantly by Dholakia, who knows his way

around Bollywood movies. Hats off to you, sir! 5ec8ef588b
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